
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Stratas 
       On the left hand side of this mechanism, within us… there are
7 stratas… on the right hand side, there are 7 stratas… down
below there are 7 stratas… and on top, there are 7 stratas. The
left hand side channel, called the Ida channel, represents the
Subconscious mind within you… you listen to me through your
conscious mind… and put it back into the Subconscious mind… all
your experiences go into the Subconscious… that is the limit of
'your' subconscious of present… beyond that is your subconscious
of previous lives… and beyond that is the Collective Subconscious
(771121)  
       When you listen to me… you have got a conscious mind… which
receives it at this moment… and there is a pre-conscious mind
which takes it to the Subconscious. This pre-conscious mind is on
the right hand side… just now, the pre-conscious mind is the
future that you are thinking about… beyond that is the
Supraconscious mind… where all the ideas about future, that you
have had before… many lives… those ideas are there… and beyond
that is the Collective Supraconscious (771121)  
       Down below are the 7 stratas of Hell - Hell exists… within us…
it is there… and there are 7 stratas of that also. On top of the
head is the Superconscious mind, which is the subtle mind… is the
Eternal Mind… the Unconscious into which you have to go… also in
7 stratas (771121)  
       The Kundalini… is aware, it understands, thinks, loves, and
organises… when it comes up, and it pierces your fontanelle bone…
you can feel the baptism. When it pierces, and enters into the
first strata of the Superconscious, the first thing that happens is
you become 'one' with the Collective Being… and you start feeling
from your hands a cool breeze flowing… vibrations… cool
vibrations… called by Shankaracharya as Saundarya Lahari
(771121) 
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Tape References 
Date/Ref - Title - Qual – mins 
771121 Tantrism, Caxton Hall - Quality: poor 75 mins 
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